4th Conference’s on Geographic Information Systems
and Spatial Analysis in Agriculture and Environment
Privacy Policy
What is General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
The General Data Protection Regulation constitutes a new regulatory
framework of European Union in the field in question. Its scope is to define the
conditions of personal data processing aiming to protect the rights and
liberties of the individuals and in particular the right to personal data
protection.
Cookies’ Policy
With the aim to optimize Conference’s website operation and to upgrade the
visitor’s / user’s browsing experience on it, the Institution and therefor the
Conference Website collect identifiers of the visitors / users of the Website,
using respective technologies, such as cookies and / or tracking Internet
Protocol (IP) addresses.
What cookies are
Cookies are small text files which are saves by a website in our electronic
device (PC, tablet, mobile phone, etc.) each time we are visiting it.
Cookies "remind" the website of your actions and preferences; therefore, their
use relieves us of the obligation to re-register every time we visit it.
Furthermore, cookies contribute to the analysis of the website’s use by each
visitor / user as well as to the highlighting of any problems that the visitor /
user encounters while browsing it.
Detailed information about cookies can be found at www.allaboutcookies.org.
Responsible for the Processing
The Organization informs that, during the 4 th Conference of Geographic
Information Systems and Spatial Analysis in Agriculture and Environment and
for the purposes of a scientific event holding, participants’ personal data are
being processed in accordance with the applicable national legislation and the
European Regulation 2016/67 for the protection of individuals against the
processing of personal data and the free circulation of such data (General
Regulation on Data Protection, hereinafter "the Regulation") as in force.
For any issue regarding the processing of personal data you can contact the
Conference Organizer: email: giscongress[AT]aua[DOT]gr | contact numbers:
210 529 4091-4102.
Legal reasons for processing your personal data
The organization processes your personal data transparently according to the
principles of legality, proportionality, confidentiality and integrity, limitation of
purpose and accuracy, specific data retention time and data minimization.

The site is aimed at an adult audience (such as people looking for information
about the event). The organization does not collect or intend to collect
information from or about children.
•

•

Right to revoke the consent: Finally, the Institution informs you that
where the processing is based on your consent, you have the right to
revoke it freely, without prejudice to the legality of the processing based
on your consent, before revoking it. To revoke your consent, you can
contact the email address giscongress[AT]aua[DOT]gr. We will make
every effort to respond to your request within thirty (30) days of its
submission. Considering the complexity of the request and the number
of requests, the mentioned above deadline may be extended for an
additional sixty (60) days, if deemed necessary, in which case we will
inform you within the deadline of thirty (30) days.
Right of Complaint: In case you consider that we have not sufficiently
satisfied your request and the protection of your personal data is
violated in any way, you can file a complaint through a special web
portal to the Personal Data Protection Authority (Athens, 1-3 Kifissias
Avenue, Athens). PC 115 23 | Tel: +30 210 6475600). Detailed
instructions for submitting a complaint are provided on the Authority’s
website.

Personal data to be processed
Personal data are used for Conference’s organisational and implementation
purposes as well as for contacting with you.
Regarding the personal data we collect directly from you, we inform you that
you must notify us of any change in your data without delay, as well as
respond to any of our requests for updates.
In particular:
“Personal data” is any information concerning an identified or identifiable
individual ("data subject"). An identifiable individual is the one whose identity
can be ascertained, directly or indirectly, by reference to an identifier such as
name, identity number, location data, online identifier or one or more
identifiable factors such as individual’s physical, physiological, genetic,
psychological, economic, cultural, or social identity.
The Conference’s Organizer and this website’s Administrator acts as the
person in charge of collecting and processing personal data that you
voluntarily provide to him / her when you visit the Conference’s website, when
you use the website services (e.g. registration, newsletter, participation at the
Conference as a Lecturer, etc.) or when you choose to contact the Institution
and / or the Conference in any way.
You may choose to deny providing your personal data (personal data related to
the use of Internet communication protocols are excluded; these are typically
collected when you visit a website), however, in this case, some features of our
site, including services provided through it, may not be available or may not
work properly.
The aim is that the collected and processed personal data to be in line with the
purpose for which they are intended, to be accurate, complete and to be
processed legally and fairly and in transparency.

Important Information:
i.

Conference’s Organisers do not collect visitors’ personal data. The
Conference’s website visitors may rest assured that absolutely none
of your personal data will be saved or used by the Conference.

ii.

The Responsible for the Processing, to whom you may address for
any issue related to your personal data, is available in the email
address giscongress[AT]aua[DOT]gr to respond timely to any
relevant request.

iii.

Conference’s Organisers collect the participants’ personal data to:
o be used for the smooth organization and safe conduct of the
Conference
o contact you

iv.

The details of the delegates and speakers collected and used are as
follows:
o Your name
o The Company / Organization you work for
o Your profession
o Your e-mail address
o Your phone number
o Your address
o Your Tax registration number (TIN) and Tax Office

v.

When we collect your details and how we use them:
You provide the above information to us voluntarily during your
registration as a Conference Delegate and / or Speaker. These data
remain in our possession and are used only for the service of the
mentioned above purposes for which you have been informed and
expressly consent through their provision.
We do not give or provide access to any of your information to third
parties or any other than those listed below under the heading
“Recipients of Personal Data”, i.e., to our external partners acting on
our behalf.
Your personal information is processed lawfully and transparently in
accordance with you. They are collected for the above defined
explicit and legal purposes and are not further processed in a
manner incompatible with those purposes. They are appropriate,
relevant, and limited to what is necessary for the purposes for which
they are processed.
The protection of your personal data will last for as long as is
required to fulfil the purposes described in this Policy unless Greek
law requires or allows a longer period. In any case, we will make
every effort to keep the data not further than the necessary time for
the purpose of receiving them. The criteria governing the
determination of the data’s retention time include the following:
a. As long as the relationship between us lasts,

b. As long as it is necessary for the Conference to comply with its
legal obligation,
c. As long as it is deemed appropriate in view of the legal position
we are in (such as defending rights before courts, audits of
regulatory authorities, etc.).
Your personal information is processed in a way that guarantees its
proper security, including protection against unauthorized or illegal
processing and accidental loss, destruction, or deterioration, using
appropriate technical or organizational measures. In fact, for their
best storage, they are encrypted with contemporary encryption
methods.
The collection and processing of your personal data includes:
- In the case of Lecturers:
a. the posting of your details (name, profession, company /
organization / institution in which you work) on the website of
the Conference as well as on the Conference’s digital
materials.
b. the publication of summaries of your lectures on the
Conference website http://giscongress.aua.gr/
c. the use of your presentation content / speech in Newsletters,
Conference Minutes (in electronic form).
d. sending your presentation to journalists.
e. posting your photos taken during Conference’s sessions.
f. the use of your presentation combined with the video of your
lecture (webcasting).
- In the case of Delegates and Lecturers
a. the use of your name and e-mail address to send Conference’s
updates and related matters until the conclusion of the next
Conference.
b. the investigation of a law or regulation violation, our website’s
terms and policies violation, as well as the protection of the
users’ or third parties’ rights, property and security.
c. the compliance of the Organization with its legal obligation
(e.g. disclosure required by law, regulation or court decision).
The organization uses contemporary encryption technology when
transferring the data exchanged on our website. This applies not only
to the financial data being sent and received by users, but also
throughout their visit to the site.
Regarding their personal data, we take the necessary security
measures to provide our website’s users / visitors with the greatest
possible protection and security.
Explicit consent for video recording - photography - live streaming
Your registration on the Conference Website, which implies your participation
in the Conference as a Lecturer or Delegate and therefor your presence on the
Conference and your participation in it in any capacity, constitutes your
practical and unconditional consent to the Organisation to use your image and
your statements / suggestions, as they may be captured on video that will be

recorded during the days of the Conference and / or live streaming during the
Conference for any purpose and especially informative, promotional,
commercial, etc. and in general for the promotion of the specific Conference in
any way and in any medium; as indicatively through the printed and electronic
press or the internet (present Website, other websites, social media etc.) or
any other audio and video player (TV, radio).
Privacy Policy Alterations
The organization reserves the right to review this Policy at any time and in its
sole discretion. Any revisions will be displayed in a timely manner on this
website, and there will be a clear indication of the date of the last update. For
your awareness regarding any changes or updates, please check this Policy
regularly. By your frequent visiting the Conference website and / or use of our
services, it is presumed that you have read, understood, and unreservedly
accepted any review of our Policy, which has been duly posted on this website.
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